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Recycling agenda
Eastern looks to decrease 40
percent of its waste by 2000.

Mild with a high
of about 77.
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Cosby's appearance confirmed
By ADAM McHUGH

Campus editor
After about a week of dodging the
confirmation of comedian Bill Cosby
for November's Parents Weekend
Concert, Student Activities said
Wednesday the contracts had been
signed and returned to the university
by the David Brokaw Company, the
public relations firm handling
Cosby's contract.

David Milberg, director of student · capacity for this concert is approxiactivities, said although the universi- mately 4,300 for each performance.
ty is currently negotiating different
Concert ticket request forms will
aspects of the contract with Cosby's be mailed to members of Eastern's
agent, Tom llius, he now could con- Parents Club first, Milberg said, folfirm Cosby's Saturday, Nov. 6 appear- lowed by all parents of Eastern stuance in Lantz Gymnasium.
dents. Students will not be able to
Milberg said Cosby will do two purchase tickets on campus. He said
shows, one at 6:30 p.m., another at since the concert is geared toward
9:30 p.m. Tickets for the event are parents, they should have the first
choice. About 10, 700 ticket request
$18 each for reserved seats.
Milberg said Lantz Gymnasium's forms are expected to be mailed with-

in the next two days.
He said all revenues made from
the cpncert will be allocated to the
Student Activities' concert reserve
account.
Although Milberg would· not disclose the amount being paid to Cosby
for the two performances, he did say
all the artists Student Activities was
considering for the Parents Weekend

,........-----,

National
Service
plan
approved

• Continued on Page 2A

Cougill
to define
·keg law
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate gave final approval
Wednesday to a $1.5 billion
compromise version of
President Clinton's plan for
students to earn college money
in exchange for national service.
The 57-40 vote, mostly
along party lines, gave Clinton
the first all-new program of
his administration. The bill
now goes to the White House
his signature.
Clinton said the vote was
'in the best sense of reinventing government." He praised
he Senate action as "yet
other opportunity for
ge for the American peo-

Mayor Dan Cougill said
Wednesday some aspects of
an ordinance requiring beer
kegs to have permits need to
be worked out before the law
goes into effect on Sept. 17.
Cougill said the first three
months of enforcing the ordinance will be largely experimental.
He said people need to
realize that Charleston police
will not search for kegs without permits.
.
"I am not doing that, and
the police don't want to do
that," he said. "The only time
we are going to be interested
in a permit is when we
respond to a loud function."
Approved Tuesda~ the
ordinance aims to reduce
noise ·and make keg owners
more responsible for keeping
parties under control.
The city is still trying to
decide what form the permits
will take. Cougill said the
permit may be a sticker that
would be difficult to remove.
Because kegs are often stored
in ice water the permit would
be waterproof.
Under the ordinance,
liquor store owners are
required to report whether a

The program could be up
d running by next June,
aid Eli Segal, who heads
linton's Office of National
rvice. The legislation goes
t:o effect on Oct. 1.
The legislation fulfilled
· ton's campaign promise to
ate a domestic version of
e Peace Corps, in which
people could serve their
mmunities while earning
EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor
ney to help pay for college.
The bill was supported by
1 Democrats and six Replicans while four Democrats The Rugby team practices a scrum, an offensive formation that ~tarts play in a Rugby
., Continued on Page 2A
36 Republicans opposed it. match, at the Intramural.fields Wednesday afternoon. The team will start off its 1993 season
with
a
1
p.m.
game
against
Fox
Valley
at
the
Intramural.fields
Saturday.
Senate Republicans, who
d successfully stalled the
ure earlier this summer,
t it to the end.
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., the
"If we approve this, you may say
nate Republican leader, By SHERRY SIDWELL
we're
advocating smoking," Nevalainen
Student
government
editor
used the White House of
Five new senate members said. "That
is absolutely the lamest
ding conflicting signals by
vow
not
to
quit.
Page
3A..
excuse
I've
ever
heard. That's like sayThe
Student
Senate
took
the
first
ting a new program at the
ing that our constituency isn't old
e time it is proposing gov- step toward making it more convenient
ent reorganization with for smokers to buy cigarettes after it" authored the resolution, told the senate enough or mature enough to make the
approved a resolution Wednesday sup- the issue is not one of whether or not to decision on smoking for themselves."
emphasis on saving money.
Senate member Matt Greider opposed
"On the one hand, President porting the sale of cigarettes at the smoke but of convenience to students.
"Since my freshman year, I've been the resolution, saying it sends a bad
· ton says national service Sugar Shack in the Martin Luther King
hearing gripes from a lot of people and message to the rest of the campus. He
be the centerpiece of his Jr. University Union.
The
senate
approved
the
resolution
they've
all been saying the same thing. argued that passing the resolution condministration and on the
by
a
close
vote
after
heated
debate
People
are
sick and tired of walking off- dones smoking.
er hand that he wants to
campus to buy cigarettes," Nevalainen
invent government," Dole between senate members.
"' Continued on Page 2A
Senate member Alec Nevalainen, who said.
·din a floor speech.
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J.C. Penney tailors to Blacks, Hispanics A quarter
PLANO, Texas (AP) - J.C. Penney
Co. plans to become the first national
department chain to sell merchandise
aimed at black and Hispanic consumers.
Retail analysts praised the move but
representatives for two minority groups
were unimpressed, saying the chain
would be better off hiring more black
and Hispanic managers than simply

targeting them as customers.
The big retailer said Wednesday that
170 stores will be stocked in the next
30 days with clothes and home furnishings that research has shown will have
more appeal to these minority shoppers.
Penney said it was aiming its new
marketing program at areas with black
and H ispanic populations of at least

25,000 people.
Among the differences in product s:
clothing will be chosen to display more
style and bold colors - getting away
from pastels unflattering to darker skin
tones.
The strategy results from almost two
years of studies, consumer focus groups
and the success of a year-old catalog
featuring blacks, company officials said.

FROM PAGE ONE
• From Page lA

concert asked for more than
$20,000 to perform.
Among the artists Milberg
said the concert committee
was considering included
Manhattan Transfer and the
Smothers Brothers.
"The search for a performer for this specific concert began in April or May,

and we narrowed it down
from there," Milberg said.
Milberg said the reason
Student Activities did not
have many choices for the
concert was because Parents
Weekend was already set for
Nov. 5 to 7, and it had to
find a performer available
during the set dates.
"There are still a few com-

ponents of the contract we
are trying to work out with
the booking agent before
Cosby arrives," Milberg said.
One aspect of the contract
Milberg said was still under
negotiation includes the use
of equipment, including two
large screens and two television cameras, which Cosby
uses in his performance.

Kevin Lipke, University
Board chairman and one of
the individuals who worked
to get the Parents Weekend
performer, was unavailable
for comment Wednesday.
Cosby, who has performed
at Eastern in 1968 and
1974, is currently working
on a project outside the
country.

Cougill _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
., From Page lA

permit has been removed. The fine for
removing a permit from a keg is $200.
By requiring permits, Cougill said, two
questions arise: If a person returns a keg
with only a portion of the permit
removed, will he or she be fined? And,
will the number of unreturned kegs
increase because people would rather forfeit a security deposit (usually about $80)

than pay the fine?
Cougill said he doesn't know what
action will be taken when a permit is partially removed. "It is a gray area, and we
will deal with the gray areas when .they
come up."
He said liquor store owners may be
understanding of the situation if there is
a reasonable explanation for a keg having
only part of a permit. Questions may arise
when party-goers tamper with the permit

halls, and now it's cigarettes
in the union. What's next?
"The Environmental Pro- Beer in the union? How far
tection Agency considers are we willing to take it?"
cigarettes a carcinogenic
Cigarettes were sold in the
agent," senate member Matt Union until 1987, when they
Greider said. "Are we going were removed as a part of
to make it easier for people the national trend toward
to do something the EPA con- anti-smoking policies, senate
siders dangerous on the basis member Amy Compton said.
that it's convenient?
Nevalafoen presented the
"We're setting some dan- senate with figures showing
gerous precedents here, peo- cigarette sales produced
ple," Greider said. "First it $5,000 in profits each year
was condoms in the residence they were sold in the Union.
"" From Page lA
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All profits from sales would
go directly back into the
Union.
Compton said that while
the environmental impact of
smoking is an important consideration, the most important consideration is what
the students want.
"Smokers may be a minority, but they have rights too,"
Compton said. "I work in the
campus bookstore, and I can
tell you that I am constantly
questioned about where peo-

ple can buy cigarett es,"
Compton said.
Senate member Kevin
Dwyer opposed the resolution, saying that the university policy toward smoking
should remain as it is.
"The number one source of
garbage on this campus is
cigarette butts, and no one
h e re can deny it," Dwyer
said. "Smoking is a bad
habit, and we will be endorsing it if this resolut ion passes."

SPRINGFIELD (AP) Almost one-quarter of
adult Illinoisans read so
poorly they cannot fill out
many for ms or calculate
price differences between
products, according to a
study released Wednesday.
Nearly two million of
Illinois' nine million
adults have only rudimentary reading skills, according to a st ate study conducted in conjunction with
a nationwide examination
of illiteracy.
Between two million
and 2.4 million more people cari read a little better
but still cannot understand key parts of news
articles or read bar
graphs.
But many of the people
with reading problems say
they aren't hampered by
their lack of skills, said
Noreen Lopez, manager of
adult education for the
Illinois State Board of
Education.
"They may be able to
function quite well without more literacy skills,"
she said. "Usually it's not
until there's some change
in their lives - looking for
a new job or having a child
enter school and need help
with homework - that
they encounter problems."
The study asked 1,688
adults to perform tasks
they might encounter in
daily life: figuring prices,
reading t he newspaper,
writing letters.
The scor es could range
from zero t o 500 in reading and comprehension,
using documents and
understanding graphs and
arithmetic.
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against the wishes of the keg's owner.
Cougill also said he did not know if the
number of unreturned kegs would
increase as a result of the new law.
The main purpose of the security
deposits is to assure the liquor store owners that buyers return tappers. If a person
repeatedly fails to return a keg and the
tapper, the liquor store owners will probably prohibit them from buying more kegs,
Cougill said.

of Illinois
adults
illiterate
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Rotaract is a worldwide organization of young men and women ages
18 to 30 who believe they can make a difference. Through communi
and international service projects, Rotaractors help improve the lives
the people around them. By doing this, they also develop leadership
skill, professional skills, and establish a network of friends.

Anyone between 18 & 30 can join
(students, faculty & staff)

Benefits?
- Development of leadership skills.
- Development of professional skills.
- Professional networking - The Rotaract Club is sponsored by the
Charleston Rotary Club. This is a great chance to meet people who are
·
·
in the businesses and professions in this area.
- Serious fun and social activities.

Fall Organizational Meeting:
Thursday, September 9, 6:00 p.m.
in Coleman Hall - Room 232

ENJOY FREE DOMINO'S PIZZA!!
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Newest senators:
We're no quitters
By CHRISSY MOCH
Staff writer

Andrew Vercouteren/Senior photographer

Rocky O'Dell, a.fireman's assistant at the Physical Plant, cleans the inside of the.ft.re-box
of a coal boiler Tuesday morning. The boilers have been shut down for fall cleaning
according to Mike Waddell, the Chief Operating Engineer for the Physical plant.

City revokes Joker's
owners' liquor license
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

Mayor Dan Cougill Wednesday revoked
Donna and Mike Bickers' Class G liquor license
for Joker's saying the owners violated city
liquor codes.
During a hearing last Friday, City Attorney
Brian Bower charged the Bickers with two
counts of violating the liquor code: improper
ownership of a liquor license and failing to notify the liquor commission about renovation
work.
Cougill, who is also the city's liquor commissioner, said because the Bickers are filing an
appeal, he can't discuss the details that influenced his decision to revoke the license.
Mike Bickers said he was not surprised with
the ruling.
"When the guy who files the lawsuit is judge
and jury, Y,OU lose before you enter the courtroom," he said. "You're just going through the
motions during the hearing."
Bickers said he has been treated "very
unfairly" and will seek court action against the
city.
"There will be an appeal and a major lawsuit
filed," he said.
State statute requires the city to allow the
Bickers 20 days to appeal the decision.
The Bickers' attorney, John Muller, would not
comment on the decision. He did say he was
upset about not being contacted as soon as the
decision was issued. He said he was not
informed of the verdict until five minutes before
The News contacted him.
"The mayor is more interested in press
releases than he is in justice, obviously," Muller
:said. "You (The News) knew four and a half
ihours before I did. I mean, this isn't even funny.
· isn't someone who cares more about what
he's doing for good or evil. He cares about his

"

The first part of the first count contended the
corporation H.H. Hootr's, which Donna Bickers
said she owns, does not currently exist. Bower
said the corporation was dissolved in November
1989, when Donna and Mike Bickers were
divorced.
Bower said the Class G license for Joker's
was issued specifically to H.H. Hootr's, not Mike
or Donna Bickers. Because the corporation does
not exist, Wednesday's ruling said the liquor
license is void.
During the hearing, Muller said H.H. Hootr's
was reformed in August 1990. He presented a
copy of an application submitted by Donna
Bickers-to the state registering the corporation.
According to the ruling, the application was
submitted for a corporation called Hootr's Inc.,
not H.H. Hootr's.
The ruling indicated the city discovered both
corporations were in fact separate from one
another. According to the ruling, Hootr's Inc.
was incorporated on August 23, 1990 while
H.H. Hootr's was incorporated on March 28,
1988.
The second part of the first count charged
H.H. Hootr's no longer leases the real estate at
1514 Fourth St. on which Joker's had been
located. Joker's has been closed since May 1993.
That property is now being leased to Labamba,
a Mexican fast-food restaurant.
Under state and city laws, liquor license
holders are required to own and operate the
property the license has been issued for the
duration of that license.
The ruling said Mike and Donna Bickers do
not own any financial interest in Labamba or
the property.
The second count charged the Bickers of failing to notify the city's liquor commission in
writing about the renovations for Labamba that
are taking place at 1514 Fourth St.
As a result of the verdict, the Class G license
will go back into the city's possession.

Illinois National Guard, is
interested .i n the current senate resolution to bring cigThe Student Senate is back arette sales to the Martin
to full capacity after five new Luther King, Jr. University
members were seated at the Union.
group's Wednesday night's
"I'm looking at J;he amount
weekly senate meeting.
of revenue that could be
The new recruits say they raised·," Bart said: "It could
are here to stay.
benefit the students."
. "I'm not a quitter," said
Bart said the money could
freshman transfer student be used to fund alternative
Lore Baker. "I was raised by, entertainment for students
'What you start, you finish.'"
who are under 21.
Since the beginning of the
Baker, who is a 27-year-old
school year, five senators have divorced single parent, said
resigned from or have been she is still unfamiliar with
removed from the senate. The the issues the senate will ·be
five new senators were sel- dealing with.
ected by the senate's LegBaker said she has a difislative Leadership committee ferent outlook on issues
at the end oflast week.
because she is older. ·she feels
Junior transfer student she will be representing older,
Mike Treis said the students non-traditional students.
can count on him because he
Baker is trying to figure
is extremely goal orientated.
out a better way to get more
"I consider myself a leader," non-traditional students
he said. "I'm not a quitter."
involved with the campus.
Junior tr~nsfer student
Treis, who served as a stuGlenn Fundator said he dent government senator at
asked himself before he the College of Dupage, said he
applied for one of the vacan- wants to get involved in stucies, "Could. I make the com- dent related issues and help
mitment?"
out the student body as a
Fundator said he can make whole.
the commitment to Student
Martha Roman, who is a
Senate and give the "proper political science graduate stutime" to the job.
dent, served on the senate for
Nick Bart also said he is two years before transferring
prepared to commit himself to to a different school.
the senate.
She returned to the senate
"I've taken the responsibili- because she thinks it's importy to accept the position, and I tant to have more graduate
wouldn't have done so if I students on staff.
wasn't devoted to put in the
Roman will represent gradtime," Bart said.
uate student views and said
Bart said he decided to join she would also like to improve
the senate because he was relations with the community.
always discussing the issues
Fundator, a political sciunder senate debate with ence major, has never really
friends.
been involved in student poliBart, a junior who is one of tics before.
the original founders of East"I bring a fresh face, some
ern's Kappa Delta Rho frater- fresh ideas and an honest
nity and a member of the opinion," he said.
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Victims of child abuse are really survivors
Vicky (name is changed to
world of "lies and conspiracy."
protect identity), to many, is
But what about the children?
" (Child abuse)
just your every day average
girl. She goes to her classes
•
•
+i.. ~+
What about the boys and
most of the time, works two
rs an rssue u I.LU. girls who beat themselves up
jobs to put herself through
the
with guilt and confusion of
being a victim? Who pities
school, goes out with her
conscience of
friends every now and then
society, manipu- them, coddles them in their
fear, and understands their
and occasionally paints the
f,.,fi..,,.. minds
town red with a new date.
1UA..u ~
pain? Sadly, who believes
You probably know her: she
believe that it
them?
These children grow up with
sits by you in your Wednesday Ellsabetll
doesn't exist."
class. Every once in a while,
•Ral-•c•hl-e_____________ the weight of sexual assault on
you two exchange pleasantries
their shoulders, carrying this
and maybe go out to the bars on a Friday night. She
burden throughout their lives - socially, academically,
may even be a close friend - the sweetest girl you
psychologically, sexually and physically. Children and
could ever meet.
adults of incest/molestation are truly the world's silent
Only Vicky has a secret. She is one of a million
victims.
silent victims... she is the victim of incest.
It is time that we stop the fanfare and alignment
Her brother had molested her since she was about
with the paren~. adults, authority figures, priests and
8-years-old, a sick torture that she has had to endure
celebrities who are accused of sexual assault. It is time
throughout her life. When she finally told someone, an
that we realize that because they are of prominence or
adult whom she thought she could trust, she was pun- authority does not mean they are exempt from the
ished, told that she was a liar and the prison she lived
perverted acts of which they impose.
Vicky, by the way, finally was able to confront
In closed tighter.
You hear reports of rape, child molestation by
someone about her incest. Although it took years for
priests and now the allegations against singer Michael
someone to believe her, someone did and that person
Jackson constantly. It is an issue that plays upon the
gave her hope. She is currently in the healing process
conscience of society, manipulating minds to believe
and plans to help others find a way out too. She is not
that maybe, just maybe, it doesn't exist.
brave, strong or a hero. Vicky is a survivor.
Fans of Jackson in Asia are undoubtedly upset with
him for canceling his concerts at the last minute. Yet,
- Ellz.abeth Raichle is the associate Verge editor and
they pity him, for he is a child trapped in the adult
a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

plays upon

to

Keg ordinance
wording raises
more questions
In the wake of Tuesday's passage of the keg
ordinance, the ci1y council has left several questions unanswered.
Mayor Dan Cougill said the primary purpose
of the keg ordinance is to reduce noise levels at
house parties. He said if someone has a par1y
and their name is on the
"D
keg at the party, then
..n
they would be less likely let the par1y get out
of control.
The ordinance requires keg purchasers to
attach a permit with certain information about
the buyer, such as the name of the landlord and
lease holders of the location where the alcohol
will be consumed, before the keg may be
tapped. Another provision of the ordinance
establishes a 10:30 p.m. curfew on the sale of
over two cases of beer to one indMdual.
The wording of the ordinance supports
Cougill 's remarks when it reads: "The uncontrolled and unregulated sale of alcohol in quanti1y has led to noise and disturbances in the residential areas of Charleston at all hours of the
day and night."
The problem is visible when the ordinance
reads on: "It is in the best interest of the citizens
of the Ci1y of Charleston and necessary to protect the health, safe1y and welfare of the public
to provide certain regulations and restrictions
on the bulk sale of alcohol."
What or who is the keg ordinance going to
protect the citizens of Charleston from? Loud
music? Are citizens going to suffer major health
problems because they were awakened by an
after-bar par1y?
"
Cougill never, in any way, made that "other"
purpose dear to the public. Is it safe to say he
did not discuss it because he didn't read the
ordinance fully or was he just waiting for someone to confront him about it?
If the main problem is noise, why doesn't the
d1y council pass a noise ordinance.
"My job is to dearly prescribe what the laws
are, what conduct is acceptable and to
enforce," Cougill has said. "I really feel I owe
this town something."
Cougill's job is to make it completely dear to
the residents of Charleston all the purposes of
the ordinances the ci1y council approves. He at
least owes the town that much.
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Administration's
efforts should not
be condemned
Dear editor:
With AIDS awareness programs
and all the Information on condoms, people, especially In our
age bracket, are well aware of the
pros and cons of "safe sex." I,
and the rest of us sexually active
people, can appreciate Kevin
Dwyer' s advice (Eastern policies
do not make sense, Sept. 2). We
probably need a reminder every
once In a while.
. Do not, however, condemn the
efforts made by the administration. Condoms In vending
machines are there to help the
problems of sexuaily transmitted
diseases and pregnancy, not to
cure them. The statistics Dwyer
gave would certainly be higher If
there were no condoms at all.
Learning ls not the only thing
that goes on at Eastern, every one
of these students are creating
lives for themselves. Life Includes
a lot more than studying. It seems

Your turn
to me that Dwyer may be a little
sheltered. That's okay, to each his
own.
Chris )uracu

Dwyer should know
the facts before
he starts writing
Dear editor:
I am writing In regards to the
article "Eastern policies do not
make sense" written by Kevin
Dwyer.
Arst off, I would like to say that
being a former resident assistant
you of all people should know
better than to use the word dorm
In your artlcle. Here at Eastern we
live in residence halls.
Second, Mr. Dwyer, I would
like to Inform you about the
National Residence Hall Honorary
and the Residence Hall
Association. NRHH ls not an organization that is designed to
approve or disapprove of any
action. It ls a leadership organiza-

tlon whose purpose is recognitl
and fundraising. As for RHA I will
quote from the student hand
"RHA ls not a governing body of
the residence halls, but a group
which brings forth Ideas and
makes recommendations to the
office of student housing."
Since when does the housing
office need to get an organlzatlon 's approval on a new program? The Office of Student
Housing Is designed to provide
comfortable living environment
for those who choose to live on
campus. They are always open
new Ideas and suggestions. As
Mark Shacklee has stated before
residents have been asking for
condoms to be placed In the hal
for the past three years.
Mr. Dwyer maybe you fail to
see something here, but I see t
Office of Student Housing
responding to students' suggestions. The housing office ls not
promoting sex by placing condoms In the vending machines.
Rather, they are simply giving
students the option of safer sex
by making condoms readily aval
able.
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Faculty
hopes to
settle.new
contracts
By AMY CARNES
Staff Wiiter ,

Representatives from the
Board of Governors and the
University Professionals of
Illinois, Eastern's teachers
union, returned to the bargaining table Wednesday in
hopes of reaching a settlement on a new faculty contract.
UPI President Mitch Vogel
met with BOG Chancellor
Thomas Layzell Wednesday
in Chicago to negotiate faculty salaries. The UPI is set to
receive a 5.2 percent equity
payment in 1994, but is currently bargaining for an
additional increase.
BOG Spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said the board's
offer is well above the 0.8
percent it got from the state
to negotiate this year. She
said the board is not discounting nor ignoring the 5.2
percent increase and hopes
the union isn't either.
"At this point, we are not
that far apart, and we think
it is possible to have a settlement very soon, perhaps in
the next couple of weeks,"
said Brazell.
Laurent Gosselin, Eastern's UPI chapter president,
said the union is committed
to improving the condition of
the faculty, but there has
been "a lot of foot dragging
on the part of the BOG."
Gosselin said the union
sees an inefficient use of
resources on the part of the
BOG. He said although the
negotiations have made
progress, a significant improvement in the salary situation has not solidified.
Gosselin said a teachers
strike almost occurred in
1991 because of the board
was hesitant to raise
salaries.
"The truth still remains
that they (BOG) need to do a
better job of compensating
faculty," Gosselin said.
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TONIGHT

25¢
Drafts

No cover

Landon FullerI staff photographer

Tryin' out
Freshman Deidra Brinkman shows off her talents Wednesday afternoon in the Ubrary quad as part of cheerleading tryouts for the 93'-94' school year.

Eastern to reduce waste-by 1995
puter paper and cardboard.
Because of the mandate,
Hanebrink said the Residence
Eastern's recycling pro- Hall Association, the foreign
gram is calling on student language department and the
organizations and the admin- environmental biology departistration to reduce the univer- ment have already taken
sity's amount of waste materi- steps to reduce their waste.
al by 1995 to meet a state
Hanebrink said student
mandate.
awareness is the most imporGary Hanebrink, coordina- tant component of the success
tor of the Americans with of the recycling program,
Disabilities Act and Env- which was started in 1990.
ironmental Concerns, said
"We're in contact with sevEastern must reduce its eral organizations on campus,
amount of waste by 40 per- attempting to get them to parcent by the year 2000.
ticipate in the recycling pro"What the state wants us to gram where they can,"
do is reduce our wastestream, Hanebrink said.
which is comprised mainly of
"We are hoping to expand
65 to 70 percent wastepaper our recycling program to have
products," Hanebrink said.
bins in key areas across the
He said wastepaper on campus, and these groups' par
campus is mostly white com- ticipation can help us do

By ADAM McHUGH

Campus editor

that."
Hanebrink said additional
recycling bins will be placed
in computer laboratories and
residence halls, among other
places.
Shirley Moore, dean of academic development, said "little things" like using two
sides of a piece of paper will
allow the program to reach
the goal set by the state.
"Right now, we have a good
base program, but we are
looking to expand by getting
acampus effort," Moore said.

"I've been on a couple of
college
campuses
in
Colorado and California, and
they get almost all university organizations involved in
their recycling programs"
she added.
Hanebrink said students
need to be more aware of the
environment and need a better idea of what material is
recyclable.
Moore said if the recycling
program reaches its goal, the
university could save up to
$100,000.
"On the campuses (where)
I worked before, each student and professional organization would keep the
monies they made from recycling, and that is a program
I would like to see initiated
at Eastern," Moore said.

Child custody ruling outrages activists
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - Gay rights
advocates were outraged Wednesday by a
· judge's comment that a lesbian mother
seeking custody of her son was immoral,
but a conservative group called the judge
courageous.
Circuit Judge Buford Parsons Jr. on
Tuesday awarded custody of the 2-yearold to his grandmother and said his mother was unfit because of her openly lesbian
relationship.
"He had overwhelming evidence that
being gay and lesbian in this society is not
aberrant behavior, yet he chose to 'make

his remark about it being immoral," said
Kent Willis, executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union in
Virginia. "That is dismaying."
A psychologist who studied children of
gays and lesbians testified they suffer no
ill effects from growing up in a homosexual environment.
"There is not one shred of evidence to
suggest that this woman in particular, or
gay and lesbian people in general, are not
and cannot be fit, loving parents," said
Rick Garcia, director of the Catholic
Advocates for Lesbian & Gay Rights in

Chicago.
"Judge Parsons' ruling violates the family unit. The ruling elevates bigotry, ignorance and hatefulness and denigrates a
loving, life-giving relationship between a
parent and child. He should be ashamed,"
Garcia said.
Anne Kincaid of the Family Foundation, a conservative Virginia group,
praised Parsons' ruling and his comments.
"This man has really stepped out and
courageously said there's a place where
you draw the line in protecting this child
emotionally," she said.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN LONG STEMMED
{

REDROSES

$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

1335 MONROE

}

345-3919
e
84~·1C41C4

THURSDAY NITE AT

Mother's.

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
•

BUCK NITE!
• DRAFTS ......... LITE, MILLER
• BOTTLES ....... LITE, GD, GD LIGHT
• PITCHERS ...... 2 BUCKS,__..,.
•DRINKS
PLUS ... Food and Shooter Specia

Italian- ham.salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus and pepperoncini.
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 3 22

Thursday. September 9, 1993

The

Rental plan causes confusion More time needed
to peruse ne-w plan
cy for departments.

By ANDY PURCELL

Mason said the decision
should not be made by the
After months of debate on deans of the four colleges or
improving Eastern's textbook the chairmen of individual
rental system, there seems to departments.
be confusion among some
"I think the decision should
Faculty Senate members be made at the departmental
about the plan to use different level with faculty consultatextbooks for multi-sectional tion,"
Mason
said.
courses.
.
"Considering the fact that the
The multi-sectional plan faculty are the people who are
was one of the recommenda- will be using the books, they
tions of the Textbook Rental should be asked for their input
Review Committee created about the issue."
last year to revise textbook
Mason said she and other
rental policies.
members of the senate voiced
This plan will allow differ- their concerns to Barbara Hill,
ent books to be used in differ- vice president for academic
ent sections of the same course affairs.
so individual professors may
"Dr. Hill said she would talk
use the books they want, said to the deans and have the
Faculty Senate member Gary deans talk to the department
Aylesworth.
chairs,"
Mason
said.
Aylesworth said the plan "Something is in progress."
could be implemented by fall
Aylesworth said he believes
semester 1994.
the decision about what books
Both Eastern President will be used for individual secDavid Jorns and the Council of tions of the same course will
Deans ratified the recommen- be made by the faculty of each
dation.
department.
Faculty Senate member
Aylesworth said the confuGail Mason said the multi-sec- sion started with the wording
tion proposal was a good deci- of the proposal.
sion but that she's concerned
"The wording of the proposabout who will decide the poli- al said that the deans would
Staff wrtter

notify the rental service as to
whether or not multiple books
would be allowed," Aylesworth
said. "This caused some concern as to whether or not the
decision would rest with the
individual departments."
Aylesworth added that ·
although department chairmen will consult with faculty
members, the "faculty will ultimately decide what the policy
will be for that department."
"The chairs are not supposed to decide, and the deans
are not supposed to decide,"
Aylesworth said.
Another Faculty Senate
member, Richard Wandling,
said he was unaware of any
definite decision as to who will
have the final say in the multisectional plan.
"The only thing that came
across clearly was that Vice
President (Barbara) Hill was
looking into what role faculty
members are playing in the
decision," he said.
Wandling said he is encouraged by the fact that "both
President Jorns and Vice
President Hill certainly seem
receptive to having the decision made at the departmental
level."

Florida tourist targeted, shot
MIAMI (AP) - Uwe-Wilhelm Rakebrand had
just arrived from Germany for a vacation with
his wife. While he filled out his car rental contract, a videotape playing every five minutes in
the background gave tourists tipi;; about avoiding street crime.
Don't become another victim of the highly
publicized violence targeting tourists in Florida,
the rental office video said. Don't stop for the
"bump-and-rob" ploy.
Less than five miles away, as the 33-year-old
Rakebrand drove a new red Toyota toward a
Miami Beach hotel early Wednesday, the car
was rammed twice from behind by a van.
Safety pamphlet in hand, Rakebrand's 27year-old wife told him to keep going, police said.
But when he did, a single shot fired from the
van shattered the driver's window and hit him
in the back. The van sped away.
Police had no idea why the Rakebrands were
targeted and had no suspects.
"Vicious. Brutal. Disgusting. Horrible. Pick a
word," said police spokesman Angelo Bitsis.

Editor's note: Because of an
editor's error, this story did
not appear in Wednesday's
edition as intended.
By JOHN FERAK
Administration editor

Faculty Senate members
raised questions Tuesday
about postponing implementation of Eastern
President David Jorns'
strategic plan at their
weekly meeting.
Some senate members
said that giving faculty
only one more week does
not allow enough time for
everyone to arrive at a consensus for such an important document.
Jorns released an outline of his strategic plan
about two weeks ago. The
Council on University
Planning and Budget initiated the plan as an outline
of goals and objectives
Eastern should meet by
the year 2000.
Senate members pointed
to Article III in the senate
bylaws as a possible solution to delaying the strategic plan.
Article III provides
Faculty Senate the opportunity to review a major
administrative planning
proposal. The senate has a
90-day review period to
gather campus opinions
about the issue, said senate member John Miller.
"Article III gives the senate enough time to ask the
president specific questions to get specific
answers to this document,"
said senate member David
Carpenter.
Senate member Gary
Aylesworth said he wants
to make sure the Faculty
Senate does all it can to
keep faculty members

aware of the plan's implications.
"Last spring the Council
of Deans and the CUPB
were major players in the
college restructuring process," Aylesworth said.
"Faculty Senate seems to
be a bit player. I would like
to change that in perception and reality."
Aylesworth added that
he understands Jorns' idea
to implement the strategic
· plan as quickly as possible.
However, he warned, once
the ·document is in place, it
may be too late to change
its course.
Jorns said he opposes
the senate's use of Article
III to delay the strategic
plan.
"If you invoke the 90-day
policy, we just stop the university for 90 days," Jorns
said. "We can't follow
through on the articulated
plan for the vice presidents' offices until this has
been approved."
Jorns has said he would
like to receive written
responses on the strategic
plan from faculty by Sept.
15.
The strategic plan calls
for academic and administrative departments to
reorganize their own vision
statements, goals and
objectives to suit the plan.
In other matters, Jean
Dennee, associate professor of secondary education
and foundations, was
appointed to serve on the
Faculty Senate for the
remainder of the fall
semester.
Dennee is temporarily
replacing
Michael
Goodrich, professor of zoology. Goodrich cannot serve
on senate this semester
because of a time conflict
with a class he teaches.

It was the eighth slaying of a foreign visitor
to Florida in a year.
"We are completely outraged," said Liz Clark,
a spokeswoman for Alamo Rent A Car, which
rented the car to Rakebrand. ''There is absolutely nothing the victim could have done to prevent this crime."
The killing brought swift reaction from the
German government and the White House.
"Obviously, it's tragic, violence against foreigners as well as violence against Americans,"
White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers
said. "It's something that the president is very
concerned about."
Germany's foreign ministry repeated its
warning that tourists have rental cars delivered
to their hotels rather than pick them up at
Miami International Airport. Travel advisories
will be re-examined because of the latest attack,
the ministry said.
More than 400,000 Germans travel to Florida
each year, including about 250,000 visiting the
Miami area.
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UNIVERSITY BOARD
MOVIES COMMITTEE PRESENTS:

BODY OF EVIDENCE
STARR/NO
SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE (PG)
7:00, 9:15
SON IN LAW (PG·13)
7:15, 9:30
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NATO to control
Abortion
pill up for
U.S. peace troops
WASHINGTON (AP) FDA review President
Clinton said
WASHINGTON (AP) An abortion pill widelyused in Europe but forbidden in America should
be rapidly evaluated by
the Food and Drug Administration for sale in
the United States, a panel of experts said Wednesday.
A committee of the
National Academy of Sciences said the abortion
pill RU-486 has been so
extensively tested in Free, Britain and Sweden
at the FDA should consider it without requiring
rther clinical trials in
e United States.
Researchers also shuld experiment with
U-486 for other uses,
eluding as a "morningr" pill and as a treaten t for breast cancer
nd brain tumors, the
AS report said.
Abortion politics kept
-486 off the U.S. maret during the Reagan
d Bush administra' but President Clinin January called for
earch into the drug.
e academy received
ding from the private
enry J. Kaiser Family
undation to evaluate
e science and the cliniuses of the drug.
More than 60,000 won have used RU -486
abortions in Europe.
The NAS report said
t health officials there
ve found the pill in
bination with another
g to be "a safe and
cacious medical treatt for early pregnancy
· ation."
European studies demtra ted that the pill
d prevent pregnancy
en taken up to 72
after unplanned or
anted intercourse, or
r a contraceptive med such as a condom
failed.
Because of the Europexperience, the NAS
said, an extensive
. drug trial such as
FDA normally would
·re "does not appear
ssary" for the aboruse ofRU-486 during
first trimester of a
ancy.
U.S. clinical trials were
ommended, however,
using RU-486 for sec-trimester abortions.

Wednesday that NATO - not
the United Nations - would
be in charge of any U.S.
peacekeeping forces sent to
Bosnia.
Clinton stressed in a
White House meeting with
Alija Izetbegovic, the beleaguered president of the former Yugoslav republic, that
the peacekeepers would not
be under U.N. command, a
departure from similar
deployments. American
troops in Macedonia, for
example, serve under U.N.
command.
"In order to do it, we have
to have a fair peace ... that is
willingly entered into by the
parties. It has to be able to
be enforced, or ... be guaranteed by a peacekeeping force
from NATO, not the United
Nations but NATO," Clinton
said. "And, of course, for me
to do it the Congress would
have to agree."
lzetbegovic welcomed the
renewed offer to commit the
first U.S. ground troops to
the Balkans, to guarantee a
settlement of the ethnic conflict - if it can be reached.

-

He said he was ready for a
resumption of negotiations
with Bosnian Serbs and
Croats and that they could
be reopened next week, in
Geneva, Switzerland, or in
New York.
Izetbegovic said Clinton
had assured him in their
Oval Office meeting that "the
United States would do their
best to influence the Serbian
and the Croatian side to be
more fair" in negotiations
with the Muslim-dominated
government. He also said he
preferred NATO forces.
In Brussels, the United
States and its NATO allies
threatened to order air
strikes to prevent a Serb
stranglehold of the Bosnian
capital of Sarajevo.
Ambassadors of the 16
nations in the alliance discussed the conflict in
Yugoslavia at their first
meeting since a summer
break.

State boot camp
offers diplomas
RANTOUL (AP) - The
wake-up call comes at 5:30
a.m., and the long days will
include classes and community service.
The payoff: After 22 weeks, 300 high school dropouts finally will earn their
diplomas.
The Illinois National
Guard still is seeking applicants for "Lincoln's Challenge," a boot camp intended
to improve the lives of
struggling teens.
"It's modeled after the
military, but I don't want to
scare any students away,"
said Senior Airman Susan
Lynch, who is screening
applicants. "We're not here
to yell and scream and put
them down. We're here to
help them."
The National Guard so
far has accepted 225
recruits for the first class
but has room for 300, Lynch
said Wednesday.
People ages 16 to 18 will
begin arriving at Chanute
Air Force Base, 15 miles
north of Urbana, on Sept.
19.
With $4 million from the

· t..i"e
·gtit8t
1011•

federal government, Illinois
is among 10 states involved
in the unusual effort to rescue dropouts.
Wearing blue pants and a
blue shirt, the teens will
spend four hours in class
each morning and tackle a
community service project
in the afternoon, probably
at the base or elsewhere in
Champaign County.
There will be computer
labs as well as instruction
in money management, family responsibilities and first
aid. The recreation will
include co-ed sports.
"Our main goal is to get
them their GED," or graduate equivalency degree, Lynch said.
There will be no trips
home until Christmas, she
said, although the recruits
can see visitors - if they
earn the privilege. The students will be divided into
"flights" of 20 in each group.
They will lose certain
perks if a majority in each
group "fail an inspection of
their clothes, their rooms,
their assignments," Lynch
said.
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Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

1414 SIX1l1 STRl':f:T IN OLDe TOWNe SQUARe
ONe BLOCK NOR1l1 OF OLD MAIN

Huge MIM·MADNESS SALB
Sale!! ALL DAY & NIGHT 'TIL I OPM

SHOBS
20°/o
· off

Nike
Reebok
Adidas
Sau cony

75¢ Drafts

$4.00 Vodka Lemonade Pitchers
Tickets Available at the Door- $2.00

Converse
Adidas

(unless otherwise marked)
Cowboys
Bears
Falcons
Hornets
Bulls

College &
PRO-TEAM

APPARREL

20°/o
off
Jae ets
Shorts
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Sew-ons

25°/o
off

HATS
Jackets
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts

EIU

20°/o

6PM • 8PM

25°/o
off

ENTIRE STORE
unlcss ot11cnlisc rnarhcd 1

1

off

T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Shorts

RUSSELL 25°/o
ATHLETIC off
~ I 00°/o
SPORTING 50/50
Cotton
GOODS
SHORTS
Basketballs -

Footballs - Baseball Soccer

50°/o off

(Entire Stock)

Huge
Quanfities

25°/o off
1/3
off

8PM • IOPM
ENTIRE STORE
1unless

Nike
Select Reebok
Adidas
Sau cony
Avia

otller\\'isc 111arhcd l

1/3
off

SHOES
33°/o off
(unless otherwise marked)

RUSSELL
BRANDED
APPARKEL

KUSSBLL

T's&. TANKS

2-Hours Only

Sweatshirts &.
Pants

50°/o .off 1/3 off
SWIMSUITS PKO·TEAM
Citrus&. OP

LIVE REGGAE TONIGHT
ZIGGY MARLEY'S OPENING BAND

Avia

ONLY!

50°/o
off

&COLLEGE
Shorts
T-Shirts - Hats Sweats

33°/o off

Why pay big city rates for your
auto insurance? Call DAN CASTLE at HALL INSURANCE for
our great insurance rates at
345-7023.
.,-.,,.--...,.-,,...,..--,----9/10
APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLlANC E,
5th & Madison,
Charleston. 348-0966.
=:--:--:--------9/24
Don't leave your property uninsured when you leave your
apartment. Call DAN CASTLE
at HALL INSURANCE for
renters' insurance at 345-7023.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/10

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising .
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

Spring Break.'94. Sell trips-earn
cash & go free . Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps. Call 800-648-4849.

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability ,if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155 ext. A5738
==-==~-.,,--,,----..,,--9/17
EXTERIOR
PAINTERS:
Experienced student painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes. Full or Part time. AMERICA'S COLLEGE PAINTERS, 1
(800)
626-6267,
painting
America's homes coast to coast.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/14
Available: Competitive wages
for PT and FT Developmental
Trainers and Activity Aides.
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
Chas., IL EOE
=:-:=-:-.,-:-::...,..,-,...,.--=c-,...,.---9/14
EXPANDING OUR STAFF!
LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY
DUDES AND DUDETTES WITH
A SUPERIOR ATTITUDE .
APPLY IN PERSON AT JOEY'S
FOR DRIVER OR IN-SHOP
POSITIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13
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Female sublessor needed for
Fall/Spring .
Own
room,
$215/month. Call 348-5930.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
Female sublessor, good location, wash. & dryer & own room .
Call Tracie, 348-0287.

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.

1978 OLDS Delta 88 . Good
dependable transportation $800
or
BEST
OFFER .
Call
NOW-348-8516.
=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
For Sale: 2 tickets to Point Fest
'93 in St. Louis. Call 345-4713.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
MOUNTAIN BIKE : 1993 TREK
850. FRONT SUSPENSION.
NEW HARDWARE. CALL 3485043. $450. MATT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
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Market applications for VISA
MASTERCARD, MCI,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP to MfV
SPRING BREAK '94

Datestorun ______________

Ad to read:

1 Hoofbeats
6 Yard supporter
10 Treasury agts.
14 Place to which
Abraham
chased
Chedorlaomer
15 Salmagundi
16 Interlaced
17 Aromatic herb
1aCertain
sharpeners
20 Horse opera
22Slope
23Vigorous
as D'Artagnan
specialty
nWhir
a Arose
33Wing

34House, in
Sonora
35 Siegfried's
horse
36 Anoint, old style
38U.S.N.A.
graduate
40Weird
41 Goods attached
to a buoy
42 Baker's aide
440nthe-(precisely)
4S Lovers' meeting
46 Opera by Salieri
47TomMix's
horse
48 R. E. Lee's
horse
51 Scripts
M Mythical winged
horse

Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Cl Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

HELLO DOLLY: 714 MONA
ANTIQUES ,
UNIQU
VINTAGE CLOTHING 60'S
?O'S STYLE COLLECTABL
345-6612.

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc.is holding a m
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Room 206 Coleman Hall.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will be having a
tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 229 Coleman Hall.
PHI GAMMA NU is having Rush tonight at 6 p.m. in the Co
Auditorium. Formal Attire.
L.A.S.O. MEETING WILL be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Everyone is welcome.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a cookout today from 5-7
the Campus Pond. Bring your own drink and don't forget spare
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union is having a meeting
8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther Kl
University Union. New members are always welcome.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship is having a large group
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union. Carol Johnson is speaking on Irie~
DELTA SIGMA Pl is having at speaker tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
122 of Lumkin Hall. Professional Attire.
ARMY ROTC WILL be having a Lad on Drill and Ceremonies
3 p.m. at the Archery Mound.Uniform is BOU with sleeves
Rain location is down at the Martin Luther King University
Gallery.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION'S weekly meeting is tonight at 7
the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Everyone is welcome to the weekly Bible study led by Janee
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION is having a meeting tonight II
in the Taylor Hall Lobby. All are welcome
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have Rush Info tables set up from 9
p.m . Sept. 9, 10, and 13 in the Lumpkin Hall. This is E
Professional Business Fraternity.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION'S weekly meeting is t
p.m. at Ford Hall. Early dinner will be served in Triad Dining
4;20 p.m. All residents in l!niversity housing are welcome to
EIU MEN'S VOLLEYBALL will be holding tryout today at 5:45
McAfee Gym south. Fro more information call 348-5905.
EIU BOWLING CLUB is having a first Organizational Meeting
and 7 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union B
Anyone interested in joining must attend or notify bowling al
is a problem.
ROTARACT CLUB'S FALL Organizational Meeting will be
p.m. in Room 232 in Coleman Hall. Free Domino's Pizza.
bers encouraged to attend. For more information call Kim at

SI Mounted
procession
eo Lariat
61 Film star
Tamiroff
62 Ending for
emend
a Drew or Terry
MTV part
u Sundowns, to
Shelley
ea Knight's armor
piece

DOWN

1 Plug of tobacco
in 20Across
2The-Ranger
3Geishas'
sashes
4 Short prose
sketch
5 Luster
•Luna's
ascension
above the
horizon
7--Baba
a Fictional steed
(see 2 Down)
a· . .. I was born
- - it right!" :
Hamlet
10Forty
11 Actress Barrie
~~~;;t;:,:.i . 12 Level
13 Cozy retreat
1• Roy Rogers's
horse
21 Singer McEntire

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STEP INTO FALL FASHIONS
WITH JUST SPENCES , 1148
6TH ST. OPEN MONDAY
THROUGH SATURDAY, 2:00 6:00. 345-1469. WE ALSO BUY.
_ _ _ _ __ ____9/10

Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should
to The. Daily Eastern News office by NOON one busln8S8 day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

Phone:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Inside Edttion
7:00 Mad About You
7:30 Wings
8:00 Seinfeld
8:30
9:00 John l.arroquette
9:30 Second Hatt
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

E

$100•••$600•••$1500!

Address:--------------

Cl Check

R

Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!

Name: --------------------

Cl Cash

SKI
B

Classified Ad Form

Payment:

DAY! SEND SOMEONE A BALBOUQUET FROM
LOON
TOKENS:
BIRTHDAYS &
SWEETHEARTS OUR SPECIALITY. 345-4600.
_ _ _caS/26,31; 9/2,7,9,14
Delta Sigma Pi: Eastern's
Professional
Business
Fraternity, will hold their fall rush
events on September 14-16.
Information about these events
can be obtained from our rush
tables in Lumpkin Hall beginning September 9 or by calling
Bob at 345-1587.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
TRANSPORTATION THAT'S
INEXPENSIVE, FUN, AND
EASY TO STORE. MOTORIZED
SCOOTERS AND SKATEBOARDS. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CAMPUS COMMUTING MADE EASY CALL
MARK 1-800-492-5842.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!

ACROSS

no. words/days

Schwinn bicycle , Super sport.
Lad ies 10-speed with folding
baskets, new tires. 345-7619.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 9/10

WANTED: UPPERCLASSMAN
FEMALE
ROOMMATE .
MCARTHUR
MANOR
APARTMENT. PHONE, 3452231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 12/11

58
81
M

24 N.H. product
21 Distributed
cards
21 Of an armbone
27 Lamentation
30 Slow, to Solti
31 Source of
strength
32 Devoutness
34 At the middle
37 Direction on an
application form
39 Illegal sellers of
tickets

43 Director Kenton
46Fly
47 "There's a long,
long--winding ... "
48Ancient
strongboxes
IO White-plumed
bird

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Married . . .

Sports Center
College Football

Uncle Buck
U.S. Open

Paradise Beach
Baseball: Cubs

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Galapagos

Reading Rainbow
Get Real

Heat of
the Night

Missing Persons

Tennis

at Phillies

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

L.A. Law

Simpsons
Living Single

Safari

Little House

Prairie Fire
Tales of the Rails

Movie: Absolute
Strangers

In Living Color
Herman's Head

Last Ceremony

Bonanza

Night Court
Baseball: Cardinals

Discoveries
Underwater

News
H.S. Sports Action

at Giants

Safari

Dragnet
Movie

WILL-12

Connie Chung
Angel Falls

Prime Time Live

Mystery!
News

News
M'A'S' H

News
Love Connection

Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

Quantum Leap
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries
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rioles closing in Astros' Kile no-hits
n Jays, Yankees Mets in 7-1 victory
ALTIMORE (AP) - Chris Hoiles career mark at home against New
ered and drove in the go-ahead York to 7-0 in eight starts.
V\jth a bases-loaded single in the
Brown (12-11), who had dropped
th inning Wednesday night, lead- four of his previous six decisions,
the surging Baltimore Orioles past struck out five and walked two in
Seattle Mariners 6-3.
posting his first career victory workoiles had three RBis for the ing on three days' rest. Brown lowes, who have won nine of 10 and ered his career ERA against the
the day two games behind AL Yankees to 2.39.
leading Toronto.
Athletics 2, Blue Jays 1
· e Devereaux opened the eighth
TORONTO
(AP) - Toronto blew a
a walk off Kenny King (0-1). After
to Oakland for the seclate-inning
lead
crifice, Cal Ripken was walked
tionally. Gene Nelson crune in and ond consecutive day on Brent Gates'
pinch-hitter Tim Hulett before two-out, two-run single in the ninth
es grounded a two-run single against ace reliever Duane Ward. The
Blue Jays started the day one-half
the third-base line.
game in front of New York.
Rangers 4, Yankees 1
Toronto had a 6-1 lead over Oakland
INGTON, Texas (AP) - Kevin on Tuesday night and lost 11-7 in 11
allowed seven hits over 7 1-3 innings.
ngs and improved his career
White Sox 8, Red Sox 1
rd against New York to 11-2
CHICAGO
(AP) - Jason Bere tied
nesday night as the Texas
gers completed a three-game the Chicago rookie record with 13
strikeouts, and gave up only two hits in
of the Yankees, 4-1.
wn's career winning percentage eight shutout innings.
George Bell and Lance Johnson each
is the best all-time against the
ees by any pitcher with 10 or drove in two runs for the AL West-leaddecisions. He also boosted his ing White Sox.

HOUSTON (AP) - Darryl Kile, a
low-budget starter on a multimilliondollar staff, pitched baseball's second
no-hitter in five days, leading the
Houston Astros over the New York
Mets 7-1 Wednesday night.
Third baseman Ken Caminiti and
shortstop Andujar Cedeno contributed
excellent plays in the seventh inning as
Kile threw Houston's first no-hitter
since Mike Scott clinched the NL West
championship with a 2-0 victory over
San Francisco on Sept. 25, 1986.
Kile (15-6) struck out nine and
walked one. His gem came after Jim
Abbott pitched a no-hitter for the New
York Yankees against Cleveland on
Saturday.
Kile, a 30th-round draft pick by
Houston in 1987, pitched the Astros'
ninth no-hitter, and the sixth against
the Mets.

Expos 6, Rockies 1
MONTREAL (AP) - Rookie Kirk
Rueter remained unbeaten by allowing
one run in 6 2-3 innings and the Expos
won for the 12th time in their last 13
games.
The Expos swept the Rockies for the

second time in two weeks and moved
within 6 112 games of the NL Westleading Phillies.

Cubs 8, Phillies 5
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Kevin
Roberson's pinch-hit triple with the
bases-loaded capped a seven-run rally
with two outs in the eighth inning as
Chicago won a season-high sixth consecutive game.
With a 5-1 lead, Tommy Greene had
held the Cubs with four hits and one
run in 7 2-3 innings. Nine batters later,
Philadelphia trailed 8-5.
David West (6-4), who walked the
one batter he faced, took the loss with
Greg Hibbard (12-11) earning the victory.

Reds 6, Cardinals 2
CINCINNATI (AP) - Mark Whiten
turned into a singles hitter one night
after his four-homer, 12-RBI game, but
Joe Oliver hit two homers and drove in
four runs to lead Cincinnati.
Oliver hit a solo homer in the second
off Allen Watson (6-4) and hit a threerun homer off the left-hander in the
fourth.

9
RSHIP MONEY AVAIL$6. 6
BILLION
IMED LAST YEAR!
ed message gives
345-2629, ext. 112.
~~-=--..,--..,.,9121
I Fall Organizational
Thursday, September
p.m., Coleman Hall
. Rotaract is a comd service organiza·
e make a difference!
lno's Pizza.
9/9
"""eE=R,...,.M_A_N_:-,C,..-0,..-N-G,--R-ATS
Ing Tri-Sigma. You'll
n awesome time!
9/9
:::-RA-:-:B;;-::0=-:-W-::-S=-cKc:cl:-:-:S;;-::l=GMA
would like to welcome
kl Get ready for a
11mester.

9/9

----,-B-R_A_D....,,S-H-AW:
lations on your new
at EASTERN ILLINOIS
SITYI! Love, SIGMA
_ _ _ _ _ _9/9

Gina Shurba: You are the best
HEY JULIE STENGL: A LITTLE
Alpha Gam Kiddol Get ready for
LATE CONGRATS ON JOINING
your first function! AGO Luv,
THE BEST HOUSE ON CAMFran
PUS. YOUR AN AWESOME LIL
SIS. SIG KAP LOVE, ERIN.
9/9
:-LA-:-D=-:-::1Eo-:S:--=-O__
F_A_L_P,...,.H-A,........,,G....,A...,...,.MMA
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
DELTA meet at IKES at 4:00 for
Rotaract Fall Organizational
a 4 o'clock club on Friday. Love,
Meeting Thursday, Sept. 9, 6:00
Willy
p.m., Coleman Hall Rm. 232.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
Rotaract is a community-based
ERICA HAMPTON: CONGRATS
service organization. Come
on being chosen as freshman
make a difference!! Free
attendant! You'll be the MOST
Domino's Pizza.
BEAUTIFUL! I'm so proud of
9/9
HAVE YOU PICKED UP YOUR
you! You're an awesome AST
pledge! TAU LOVE, GIOVANNA
EVENTSFUL? Pre-ordered
,...,------,--.,...--...,,..-----9/9
Eventsful calendar books must
Now at Joey's. Our dogs were
be picked up by Friday,
good-now they're great-on
September 10. If you received a
our fresh baked hot dog
notice in the mail, bring it to
buns-they're first rate! Give us
Room 201 Union and get your
a call, we'll zip 'em to ya. 345- cventsful.

2466.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca9/9, 13-15
WILLY: Thanks for all your support during and after rush.
You're a great Alpha Gam Man.
Love, the Ladies of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

TO THE FUNNIEST GUY ON
CAMPUS: DAVE HOSIG CONGRATULATIONS ON A .M
(What's that?) IN LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA. Your a SWEETHEART.
Love Jill
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

Phi
Sigma Sigma
New
Members: You ladies are doing
great! Keep up the good workl
Love, Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./9
Fall is here and the leaves are
turning brown. You can too at
JAMAICAN TAN . 13 tans for
$35.00 thru Sept. 13. 41 O 7th
St., 348-0018. Visa/MC. Let us
bid your group t-shirts.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/13
Congrats Sigma Nu on a great
rush! I'm so proud of y oul Tau
love, Lil' Dunham

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./9

MARY KAY CAN HELP WITH
PERSONALIZED GLAMOUR
SELECTION. CALL FOR A FREE
CONSULTATION.
ANGELA
RUPPEL, INDEPENDENT MARY
KAY BEAUTY CONSULTANT,
348-7873.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _9/13
Congratulations to Paula
Kubarek of PHI SIGMA SIGMA
on getting lavaliered to Thom
Skinner of Kappa Delta Rho!
Love, Your Sisters

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

To all ASAs: Character & ideals
are catching. When you associate with people who aspire to
the highest & best, you expose
yourself to the qualities that
make people great.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9
. /9
KELLY
HARPER:
Congratulations on being
appointed the ASA art chair person! We know you'll do a great
job!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
KIM: CONGRATULATIONS! I
AM SO GLAD YOU ARE IN MY
HOUSE. YOU ARE THE BEST
LITTLE SIS EVER! ASA LOVE,
AMY

~--------·9/9
To our tackling turtles: Great job
Tuesday on your victory. May
our celebration continue tonite
at the FUNCTION. BRETT &
TERRY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
ALPHA PHI PSI NEW MEMBERS: Get psyched for signatures and lock-in! Stop by the
9th Street house anytime!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

Calvin and H~bbes
LET Ge

or:

ME, '<A. S\G-

G~Loo\ .' w~ OOK't '{OU
~ SOMEBCO't
O't.U~ S\Z.E ?.1

PIC.K

L SHORT SA VE LONG'

'(OOR

Susanne Murphy: You are the
best little sis. We'll have to get
together soon. Congrats on secretary. Tau love, Lisa
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9/9
HEY SIG KAP PLEDGES! You
made a great choice. Have a lot
of
fun
with
it
and
Congratulations! Love, Dan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
Tell that special someone how
much you really care. Take out
an Announcement in The Daily
Eastern News Classifieds! To
place an ad, stop by the Student
Publications Business Office,
127 Buzzard.
_ __ _ __ _ _ha-00
DELTA SIGS: CONGRATS on a
TERRIFIC RUSH! You guys are
the best! It's GREAT to see all
of you back! It will be a fun year!
Love, Giovanna
9/9
C
~~
O~
N....,,
G~
R~
A=
J~
ULA
~J
~
IO
__
N_S_T~O,-JEN
SIWEK
AND
CATHY
CICHALEWSKI ON RUSH. YOU
LADIES DID AN AWESOME
JOB! LOVE, YOUR SISTERS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9

by Bill Watterson
.. I GUESS ~r...i Hft.S

r...

C.t.RU.\~ \Jfllt:l~\Cr..\..
L~\C.

iO IT ...

The Daily Eastern News will

your "FOR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
$1 is available to any norH:Ommercial Individual who wishes to
or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
_ _ _ _ ___.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Wisconsin-Milwaukee enters the Mid-Co
Haidet's job any easier. Scheduling
games was always a problem and it
usually resulted in having to travel
The University of Wisconsin at extensively. Trips to Florida or to the
Milwaukee will begin its first full year East Coast were very costly for the
of competition in the Mid-Continent school.
Conference this year.
Haidet began looking for a conference
Although the school competed in almost immediately upon his arrival at
most of the team sports during the last UWM. Joining a conference would ease
school year, its most competitive sports the scheduling process especially in
such as men's and women's basketball basketball where 18 games are schedand soccer will start official conference uled by the conference itself.
play this year.
Finding a conference was not an easy
Athletic Director Bud Haidet arrived task, as Haidet would soon learn. He
at UWM six years ago and has taken looked at The Midwestern Collegiate
big strides in bringing the program to Conference with teams such as
where it is today.
Evansville and Butler. He also looked at
"At one point our school competed in The Missouri Valley Conference.
Division I, II and III over a 10-year
Haidet also tried starting his own
span," said Haidet. "I wanted to bring conference. Wright State and
us back to Division I."
Youngstown State were two of the
Being an independent did not make schools Haidet talked to until they
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff wrtter

on1y$291year

345-7083

THIRSTY'S
LONGNECK
NIGHT

cards, students must.be
prepared to answer
this multiple choice
question.
.

,

.

People

A.

B.·

Needed

D

D

for
Editorial

Marquette. The Panthers also took
Fighting Illini of Illinois to ove ·
before losing.
UWM brings many other teams
should fare well in conference play.
"We have a good soccer progr
men's and women's," said Haidet.
would like to see women's soccer
to conference play."
UWM also boasts good swi
and track programs, even though
Mid-Con dropped track.
UWM competes in 17 sports ·
ing men's and women's basketball,
cer, volleyball, tennis, track (indoor
outdoor), cross country, baseball
softball. They do not have foot
wrestling or golf squads.
Haidet is very proud of the p
the athletic program has made
also very confident in his school to
pete in the Mid-Con.

To get one of these

Great Fridges Left

Free Delivery

joined the Mid-Con themselves.
Now that UWM has arrived in the
Mid-Con, Haidet is confident in the
school's ability to be competitive in all
its sports.
"We're going to bring good, competitive athletes_to the conference as well
as a good media market," said Haidet.
"We're very excited about it. Conference
play is something we've been looking
forward to."
One sport that Haidet knows they
will be successful in this year is men's
basketball.
The Panthers of UWM finished 25-5
in 1992 and last year they had the best
record of any independent in the nation.
"Men's basketball is our flagship
sport," said Haidet. "We bring in a good
reputation as a basketball team."
Last year UWM played such nationally ranked teams as Utah and

A'l&:T Universal MasterCard.
Offers the convenience of a MasterCard"' credit
card that"s free of annual fees for life. plus an
AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you
a 100,b discount on already competiti\'e
Al&T Calling Card rates.

Positions

A'l&:T Calling Card..
Lets vou make calls to or from almost
anywhere at AT&Ts low rates.

C.

This

D
A'l&:T Custom Calling"' Carel.
Lets vou call the numbers that vou and
your parents preselect, and have the
bill sent home.

See Cassie for
applications in
Buzzard Building
North Gym or
Call 581-2812

Which is the best calling card for students? There are three schools of thoughtthe A'I&T Universal MasterCard, the AT&T Calling Catd, and the A'I&T Custom Calling"' Card.
Each one offers personalized services to meet your needs. It's all part of The I Plan:~
Which means that no matter which c.trd you choose, you can't fail.

To apply, come by our booth 011 campus
1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4125.

or call

•

ATlaT
0 l<J'lHTaT

lll.

oftball squad eyeing c./\1.art y's
id-Con's new berth
Hoagy steak w/fries $249

tournament," said Perine.
Before the Panthers reach the national
The women's softball team's hopes of tournament, they still have to win the Mid·ng the NCAA tournament next spring Con championship. But Perine also said
ve been greatly increased because of a the opportunity to play in the national
ubling of the number of conferences that tournament will increase the motivational
drive of the team, especially come tournaeive automatic bids.
he Mid-Continent Conference is one of ment time.
The recent issue of gender equity in
conferences that will receive an autotic bid to the national tournament this sports is thought by Perine to be a major
ing, increasing the total number of factor in this increase of conferences
receiving automatic bids.
s to 32.
"Opportunities for men far outweigh
his is very important to the growth of
men's softball," said Easter.n softball opportunities for women in national chamch Beth Perine. "This allows teams pionships," said Perine.
Two seasons ago when the women's softose conferences . have previously not
n given automatic bids to reach the first ball team was a part of the Gateway
Conference, it had the opportunity to reach
d of the tournament."
the
national tournament, as that confererine also said this expansion will not
enable Eastern to reach the national ence received an automatic bid. But when
nament, but will also aid in recruit- that conference dissolved and Eastern
joined the Mid-Con, it had very slim hopes
t.
his will enable us to tell a recruit that of making the national tournament, needhave a chance to play in the national ing an at-large bid to qualify.

olleyball _ _ _ _______;___ _
• From page 12A

Kim anci Heather, that can deliver for
the front and back.
e effort was there, but the passing just
't," Ralston said. "And it will be tough
rk on that since we have only one pracbefore the Missouri Invitational. We do
to improve on serve receive patterns
offense.
he girls just need to keep talking to
other. We should be alright in Missouri
use nobody there is unbeatable."
d while avoiding constant come-fromind situations was emphasized by
ton, DePaul coach Marie Marassa was
g the same way in regards to her Blue
ons' generosity in allowing the Panthers

• From page 12A
thing like that," Spoo
. "I don't recall seeing
out there, so he must
be feeling a little poore and Mullen had simcontracted a virus,
ording to trainer Rob
le. Doyle said he did not
w what the virus was
where it originated, but
suspected Winter was
fering from the same
Lane and Mullen) went
to (campus) health ser," Doyle said. "They were

back into a couple of games which appeared
to be sealed early.
We just can't keep building up big leads
and giving them up like tonight," Marassa
said. "They have a good defense which kept
us a little off balanced. But they just picked
us point for point in almost every game.
"But, thank God I finally got a win here,"
Marassa added. "It just took us five games
to get it. Betty and I are good friends and we
just love playing Eastern because they give
us some great competition."
As for the disappointing outcome, Ralston
isn't giving up hope this early in the season.
"We started off the same last season,"
Ralston said. "So _this isn't a new thing. I'm
not that worried about it because I know
that we'll come around."

checked, and it's just a
virus.
"So now it's just eat, drink
fluids and do all those
things your mom always told
you to do. They probably
won't feel as good as they
did last Thursday, but
they're on their road to
recovery."
Of the four, Lane played
the most in Thursday's
opener, registering three
solo tackles and four assists.
He was the only one listed
as a starter for the McNeese
game, according to a depth
chart released Tuesday.
On the positive side, the

Panthers will have two players back for Saturday's gaine
who were not available for
the season opener.
"We have returned two
players who did not play
against Murray State," Spoo
said, "and that's a big plus."
· Defensive end Kevin Zeng
and linebacker Ben Perez
will be in uniform and
should play Saturday, Spoo
said. Zeng had been suffering from a hamstring injury
and Perez a shoulder problem.
Doyle said no other players were injured or ill as of
Wednesday night.

AU bottles only $1.25
Tonite: smothered fries $1
(crispy french fries w/cheese,
sour cream & bacon)

Welcome Back
S~£cialfl-~~
~S~........ ~. . . .
with Roses From Noble's

One Dozen w/vase $18.50
Two Dozen w/vase $22.50

Noble Flower Sho

503 Jefferson
North of the Post Office

·

-~~

345-7007
Sale ends September 11

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Presents

NEIL SIMON'S

Tonight at 8:00
Sept. 10 and 11 8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. : Sept 12
on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00
EIU Students $3.00
Call 581-3110 for ·
Ticket, Information,
and
Reservations

Advertise in
The Daily Eastern News

theJUNCTION
Restaurant, Sports Bar,
&.. Banquet Facility
Lunch: Grill Turkey Club $4·50
Dinner: Italian Beef $3·95 w /Mozz $4·20
Strawberry Daiquiries $2·50
.Margaritas on the Rocks $2·25

Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,
6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the Junction
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (.35).
LEAGUE TIMES •..
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m ............................... Monday Night COED
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m................................Tuesday Night COED
4:30 p.m .............................................. Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.*
7:00 p.m ...............................................Wednesday Night Men

Our New Salad Bar
is OPEN!
Buffet starting on Sun. (9119)
ome join us for the dedication & open house
of our new banquet facility 5-7 p.m. ·
Pool $1·25
Never A Cover!

* ABC Sanctioned

Location ... North end of UNION STATION
Hours .. M-TH ............ 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

I

F .................... 10:00 a.m. -11 :30 p.m.
Sat................. 2:00p.m. -11 :30 p.m.
Sun .............. ..4:00 p.ni. -10:30 p.m.
MARllNLllTHERl\INGJR

UNIVERSrrYUNION

BOWLING
LANES

By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

The Lady Panthers volleyball team is finding out the
hard way how to dig themselves i'nto a hole.
In doing so during
Wednesday night's home
opener against DePaul,
where they fell behind in
four out of five games, they
tried to continually dig
themselves out of one hole
after another.
But Eastern's best comeback efforts only produced a
15-11, 10-15, 5-15, 15-6, 9-15
defeat to the Blue Demons in
McAfee Gym.
"We had the same problems tonight as we did in
San Diego," Coach Betty
Rals.ton said. "We give them
half.the ball game and then
we start playing, hoping to
come back. We just can't
·keep doing that every time."
Forcing a fifth-game rally
score, the Lady Panthers
attempted to backup the the
volleying play of Kaaryn
Sadler (15 kills, 20 digs).
Sadler, fresh from an
almost record-setting performance against Texas San
Antonio at .the San Diego
Tourney where she recorded
26 digs - 66 overall in the
four-game
tournament,
racked up three digs in the
fifth game.
After a Sadler kill tied the
game at 4-all, a DePaul
point put the Blue Demons
ahead for good at 5-4.
Eastern pulled within 11-9
on .another Sadler ·kill, but

DePaul rolled off four
straight points to take the
match.
"I'm feeling pretty comfortable in the front and
back court," Sadler said. "We
tried to take it all the way,
but it just wasn't there.
"We were playing pretty
confident towards the end of
the San Diego Tourne~"
Sadler said. "And we were
playing confident tonight,
but mental errors and lack
of communication got us
down. We just wanted to
win."
The momentum appeared
to be falling the Lady
Pantliers way in the fourth
game, after falling behind
two games to one.
Eastern jumped out early
and took control behind the
play of Kim Traub (13 kills,
7 blocks), who recorded four
kills and two blocks,
Heather Brewster (10 kills,
26 kills), who had six kills
and Amy Van Eekeren (43
assists, 26 digs), who had
two kills.
"We're still working on
gelling," Traub said. "We're a
whole lot better then we
were in California. We just
need to stay focused the
entire game."
Earlier, the Lady Panthers
also found ways of coming
back against almost impossible odds. Eastern fell behind
7-0 and 11-5 in the first
game, only to roll off 10
straight points for the game
victory.
They fell further behind
10-0 in the second game, cutting the lead to 10-6 and
eventually dropping the contest.
"We just have to get other
people going in the offense,"
Ralston said. "We need
another power hitter, to go
• Continued on page 1 lA

EAN ESKRA/Assoc. pho

Freshman middle hitter Jennifer Damon passes the ball dW"ing the Lady Panthers'
15-10, 15-5, 9-15, 15-9 loss to DePaul in McAfee Gym Wednesday night. Damon
only .freshman to crack the Eastern starting line-up this falL

Damon cracks lineup Illness slowin
kills with 36 and fourth in digs with 34 .
Head coach Betty Ralston feels Damon is
coming along quite nicely.
Freshman Jennifer Damon has already
"She's ready to play and she's doing
had her share of ups-and-downs in her first well," said Ralston. "It's still going to take
season with the Lady Panthers volleyball her a little while to get some things, but
team, and she's only six games through it.
she has some real good hands on the blocks,
Damon, a middle hitter, is the first fresh- and we just really have to get her into the
µian this year to crack the Eastern starting offense a little bit more. If we can get her a
lineup - that in itself is an accomplish- little more offensive-minded instead of
ment. Against DePaul Wednesday night, (thinking of) just the defense, she should be
she came up with five kills and eight digs, OK."
along with two consecutive blocks which
College volleyball is different than high
tied up the first game at 11, a game the school, not only in tempo and the qualityLady Panthers eventually won 15-11 with a of-play, but in stamina as well. Damon comferocious comeback after being down 7-0.
mitted two straight errors in the fourth
Unfortunately, as ups-and-downs go, game, which was followed by Ralston
Eastern lost the match in five games, 15- replacing her with junior Sherri
11, 11-15, 5-15, 9-15, 9-15. In the process, Piwowarczyk. She did not return to that
Damon also had five errors, including a game, but Ralston said it was simply to
fifth game serve that nipped the top of the keep her fresh for game five.
net putting Eastern down 12-9.
"That's the one thing that we've found ·"I could've done better," Damon said of she's been getting tired," said Ralston.
her first' home game. "I get down on myself "That's probably just because she's not used
_ easily, and it seemed like I kept making to the intensity of these kind of matches.
mistakes."
We have used various people to give her a
Damon has played just fine, though, in rest so that she would be ready for the end
her first six collegiate games. Through of the game, because that's when we need
Wednesday, she was third on the team in her."
By RANDY LISS
.. Staff writer

football squa
By ROBERT MANKER
Staff writer

Eastern emerged from
its 34-17 win over Murray
State last Thursday with
no significant injuries or
health problems.
But the six days since
have been a different
story.
Panther coach Bob Spoo,
speaking at his weekly
press conference Wednesday, said since the season
opener, the team has had
one player go down with a
sprained ankle and three
others who were stricken
with an unidentified ailment, originally thought to
be mononucleosis.
"We came out of the
game healthy," Spoo said.
"But since then, we've
been taking our lumps."

Chris Dudek, j
tight end, spraine
right ankle in pre.
Monday and was sti
crutches at practice
nesday. Spoo said D
will not travel to S
day's non-conference
at McNeese State.
As early as Satu
morning, defensive t
Demetrius Lane, tigh
Rick Mullen and defe
end Doug Winter b
showing symptoms
ailment Spoo said "
possibly be mono."
But by Wednesda
ght, Lane and Mullen
been cleared to play
reported to practice e
in the day.
"They're not at
strength, but at 1
they're not contagious
• Continued on page
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New blood

could add
excitement
By RYAN GIUSTI

When the siren sounded on
the scoreboard at Eastern's
Lakeside Field for the final
time last season, a scene of
disappointment and gloom
washed across the field.
It was a scene that told the
story of the whole season.
The Eastern soccer team
had lost the game, something
not uncommon for last season's 3-12-1 team, and one of
the Panthers' key players had
been ejected after receiving a
red card.
But if you looked closer at
the Eastern sidelines, you'd
have noticed something missing. Coach Cizo Mosnia was
gone.
He had been issued a red
card as well, after arguing with
the referee. But in that argu. ment, Mosnia showed the frustration that was the 1992 soccer season.
But Mosnia, now in his
10th season as Panther coach,
has made an effort to erase
the memory of last season by
adding several new players
and complimenting them with
experienced leaders.
The Panthers return eight
players from last year and
have added 10 freshmen.
Mosnia is hoping this mix will
translate to more wins this
year.
Eastern is off to a 1-1 start
after dropping its season
opener to Western Kentucky
and winning its home opener
against Oral Roberts.
Junior Paul Agyeman, the
team's point leader last year
with 22 points (7 goals, 8
assists), heads the list of
returning players. Agyeman,

FILE PH

Junior Paul Agyeman returns after leading the Panthers in scoring last season. Eastern has a mix of experienced players and
several freshmen as it will attempt to improve on last year's.3-12-1 record.
from Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, was an All-Mid-Continent Conference and All-Midwest Region selection last season.
Also back is captain Matt
Cook. The senior fullback
from Granite City will lead the
team on defense.
Jim Harkness adds stability
to the midfield . The senior
already has a goal and three
assists, and is currently the
Mid-Continent Conference
point leader.
Other veterans who will lend
experience to the young team

will be senior fullback Vinko
Kucinic, juniors Jacob Gress
and Robert Tomic and sophomores Steve Van Dyke and
Phil Obiala.
The Panthers have already
benefited from the play of a
couple freshmen - Brad
McTighe and Brian Ritschel.
McTighe has three goals on
the young season and is second in the league in scoring.
Ritschel lost his first game in
net but rebounded to record a
shutout against Oral Roberts.
Other freshman who will
look to contribute include:

Henry Ospina, Greg McDonald, Mark Gregory, Chris
Turner, Brian Kelly and Mark
Valintis.

Nana Kyeame and C
Kwakye, both natives
Ghana, Africa, will also c
tribute this year.
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Volleyball team looking to next level
Spikers look
to improve
in Mid-Con
By ANTHONY NASELIA

Make no mistake, Eastern
volleyball coach Betty Ralston
doesn't mind dwelling in the
t, especially if it's positive.
Coming off a successful 231 campaign, 14-2 in the Midntinent Conference, Ralston
uldn't have asked for much
re from last season's team
terms of success.
But the Lady Panthers gradted four key players from
at team - a team which
ought the program a postn appearance in the firster Mid-Continent Confere post-season tournament.
t, to be sure, limits expecons for the 1993 season.
But despite that, Ralston,
o has come to recognize
makings of a good team in
11 years as Eastern coach,
es the prospects of this
'steam.
"I like the looks of this
,"Ralston said. "We have
ot of talent and the team
a lot of potential.
"We should be competitive
three seniors and seven
ers returning overall," Ralsaid. "One of our goals is
be a competitive team.
'11 just have to see how our
ger players come togethBut things are very hope•
ading the Eastern attack
be senior Kim Traub, a
-team All-Mid-Continent
ference selection last seaand a preseason All-Connce selection this season.
b led the Lady Panthers in
(399), hitting percentage
9) and solo blocks (60).
•Kim's going to be one of

FILE PHOTO

Kim Traub (right) blocks an opponents shot in McAfee Gym. Traub was an a/I-conference selection last season and a preseason
a/I-conference selection this year.
"The players f.rom last know Kim and our offense betthe keys to our success, no just about anything on the
year's · squad were definitely ter," Ralston said. "Our oppodoubt," Ralston said. "She's court."
just a great player who does so
Traub won't be alone, how- important in the success we nents are going to be ready to
many things for the team. She ever. Senior setters Shannon achieved last season," Ralston stop Kim. So all the players
will have to provide a little Casey and Amy Van Eekeren said. "But we have comparable are going to have to step up
more leadership since we have will once again be literally set- talent this season. The lack of because she can't do it all by
a younger team.
ting up Traub's points. Van experience, though, will effect herself."
But Traub sees the strides
"But she's capable of doing Eekeren is second on the East- us early.
"But our freshmen have the by her fellow teammates, and
ern all-time assist list with
2,627 while Casey is fifth with potential to fill in gaps left by she's optimistic.
"The team has really shown
our graduated seniors. They're
1,160.
To go with Traub on a good group and they all have me a lot," Traub said.
offense, juniors Kaaryn Sadler the potential of securing play- "They're focused and coming
ready to play. Our freshmen
(204 kills) and Sherri Piwowar- ing time."
The freshman got a good look promising as do our
czyk (325 digs, 99 kills and 63
blocks), according to Ralston, opportunity to adapt to the returning group. We should be
look to be the most effective college game at the University competitive and successful."
hitters for the Lady Panther of San Diego Tourney where
Considering the Panthers
this season.
Eastern returned home with a are predicted to finish second
"There going to do a lot for 1-4 record. And they will con- place in the conference,
us," Ralston said. "They need tinue to get opportunities to behind NIU, Ralston is hoping
to work on quick arm swings adapt before the conference her Lady Panthers will be able
and no errors."
season begins on Sept. 23 to play up to preseason expecJoining in the quest for when they open against tations.
playing time are sophomores Wright State.
"Hopefully, we should be
Amy Poynton and Heather
"The first 10 matches of right up withv20the pack
Brewster. Poynton and Brew- the season are all non-confer- (Western Illinois and VIC) by
ster came from two power,,- . ence," Ralston noted. "So that the end of the season," Ralhouse high school programs in will give us a chance to gel as ston said. "Valparaiso and
Mother McAuley and Wheaton a team and be ready for con- Wright State also have strong
St. Francis, respectively. ference. That's one of our big underclassmen, which should
make for some interesting conJunior Brigid Brennan will goals this season."
help solidify the outside hitter
In the Mid-Continent Con- tests. This is just a talented
position.
ference , Nortl)ern Illinois looks conference.
"Within a few years, we will
And while Ralston admitted to be the cream of the crop.
that losing players like Beth They return almost their entire have eight or nine teams batFoster and Susie Green from squad which went undefeated tling it out for the conference
title," Ralston said. "That's just
last season have slowed expec- in the conference last season.
"Northern is the unanimous super competition. It will help
tations a little, she looks to a
talented freshman class to help pick for the conference this us become a better team."
But when all in said and
pick up the slack.
season,"
Halston
said.
Those freshmen are Jen- "They're definitely going to be done, the team's emphasis,
according to Traub, will be on
nifer Damon, a middle outside the team to beat."
hitter; Monica Brown, a midMeanwhile, Ralston noted the accomplishments of last
dle hitter who's recovering the importance of a team season.
"We want to do what we
from knee surgery; Vanessa effort , particularly since the
Wells, a pure setter who will Lady Panthers' opponents will did last season ,". Traub said.
be forced to play out of her be geared up to stop the 'Tm going to have to provide
more leadership. It's going to
FILE PHOTO position as a hitter v20until efforts of Traub.
"By the time we face every- be tough, but it's a challenge
nior Sherri Piwowarczyk serves during a match last season spring and outside hitter Paula
one a second time , they will I'm looking forward to. "
Stephen.
McAfee Gym .
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·R oad Warriors
Eastern football team
wrill rack up mileage
. By JEFF GlADE

Eastern will also travel to Indian a State (Oct. 2), No. 10
· Eastern football head coach Northern Iowa (Oct. 16), WestBob Spoo calls it a challenge, ern Kentucky (Nov. 13), and
and some Eastern fans may Southern Illinois (Nov. 20). A
consider it a touch of insanity. lot of traveling for a team that
No matter how you look at it before the start of this season
though, the Panthers are in the had compiled only a 3-18 road
unusual situation of having record since 1990 - a year that
seven road games and only saw two of those three wins.
four home games scheduled
"You just can't continue to
think of it (the record) as a negthis season.
The Panthers fooked strong ative, you have to somehow
at the start, overpowering Mur- make it into a positive," said
ray State in a 34-17 contest on Spoo. "We know we have to
Sept. 2· in Murray, Ky . That pull together .as a team and
was only the beginning.
take this as a challenge.
Sept. 11 sees Eastern travel
"To be a successful team,
to Lake Charles, La., where you have to be able to win on
they will face Division 1-AA's the road. We have to take this
No. 4 team in McNeese State. as the opportunity to begin
The Eastern train then heads to doing that again and make this
Annapolis for a Sept. 18 con- . program reach the success we
test with the Midshipmen of know it is capable of. It is just
Navy before finally returning another challenge that has to
for the home opener on Sept. be met."
25 against Western Illinois The schedule gets no easier
which had been ranked No. 24 at home, ·where after Western
in the pre-season national polls. Illinois, Eastern will face Illinois
Before all is said and done, State (Oct. 23), No. 16 South-

Senior fullback Kip Collins sets to catch a pass during practice on Tuesday.
west Missouri State (Oct. 30)
and Northwestern Louisiana
(Nov. 6). Still, it's the size of
the road schedule that is the.
topic of conversation.
Much of the conversation

stems around the Navy game,
for which Eastern has been
guaranteed $110, 000 for traveling to Annapolis. After
expenses for travel, meal
allowances and accommoda-

tions for the trip, Athl
Director Mtke Ryan said
the university should still

$65,000.

The money will go into
university general athletic
and will be used for some
expenditures, such as a
baseball backstop and a t
the varsity softball field.
"To be honest, we r
haven't started to even
about the Navy game yet,"
Spoo of the game itself. "
now we just have to
focused on McNeese State
work toward that game.
that, we'll turn our atte
and start to focus on Navy.
Even though they are
conference match-ups,
Neese and Navy will pl
large step in achieving the
of the Panthers' ultimate
lenge. - a Gateway Conf
championship and a pl
berth.
"We are really trying
think about the future
pare for and then play ·
game at a time," said
"We just want to go o
play to our own expecta
what this team can do ..
we think this team ha
JEFF CUI.J.ER capability to do quite a lot.
Senior quarterback Jeff Thorne
huddles
up with his players during practice on Tuesday. Thorne is a four-year starter.
.
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Men's tennis has sights set Experience to key
.
for overall.improvement
women's tennis . .
.

.

BRIAN McCOY

nior George Macey serves during Tuesday's practice at
eller Courts. Macey will be one of the top singles players.

By JAM BAGWANEDEE

J:Jy DAN FIELDS

The men's tennis team is
gearing up for another season
and coach John Bennet said he
is very optimistic that this season's team can improve on last
year'·s performance.
Already in their second week
of full swing practices, Bennet
said he sees improvement.
Bennet, in his 10th year of
coaching said that this year's
team is stronger than last year's.
"Last year's team only won
about thirty· percent of it's
matches, we can improve our
record greatly if we can get a
couple more sets."
Bennet added that this year's
schedule appears to be more
difficult, and will present a
greater challenge. The schedule
has the Panthers playing only
one non-division team this season. Bennet said the tough
schedule will result in more rigorous practices and careful
preparation.
George Macey and Pat
Melon are this year's top players. Being only juniors they
have a chance to improve the
skills to solidify themselves for
next year. Other players hoping
to contribute to this year's team
are juniors Ryan Ivers and Jeff
Lindstrom. Sophomores Dennis
Alexander, Brandon Kuhl and
Brad Rozboril. Freshman, Jason
Hotsinpiler rounds out the
young team.
The season officially starts on
the Sept. 17 and 18. The Panthers will face Illinois State at
Normal in the Redbird Classic.
Their first home match is on
Oct. 1 and 2, in which they host
the Mid-Continent Conference
singles and doubles tournament.

Losing only one player
from last year's squad, the
women's tennis team has
high hopes for this season.
Even though a tough
schedule stands in the way
of another winning season
for the Lady Panthers, it
doesn't seem to faze coach
John Ross.
"All of the girls are playing so intensely right now,
that I don't even know who
js going play what (numbered) position," said Ross,
now in his third season as
coach.
Led by 1992 All-MidContinent Conference selection Theresa Ramage, the
Lady Panthers hope to equal
or surpass last year's 20-7
mark.
Ramage, the lone senior
on this year's team, has high
hopes for herself as well as
her teammates.
"We have a very strong
and tight-knit group this
year," said Ramage. "We're
all looking
forward to this
,,
season.
Ramage, along with
juniors Samantha Wulfers
and Melissa Welch, are this
years tri-captains.
The Lady Panthers season officially begins on Saturday September 18, when
they host the annual EIU
Classic.
This years Classic has
Eastern hosting Chicago
State University, University
of lllinois/Chicago, and Butler University.
Even though this schedule
--

---

--,--·- - --

may seem intimidating,
every player seems up to the
challenge.
"I know we'll all have a
pretty good year, as all of us
are a more experienced and
have more confidence", said
sophomore Terra Erickson.
"It will be a tough season,
but I know that all of us are
ready", explained Welch.
"Since we are mentally
tougher this year," said
sophomore Stephanie Sullivan, "we know what it takes
to win." ·
This year's team includes
sophomores Geeta Dua,
Kristy Sims, and freshman
Anna Hampfill.
Also on the roster is
Deanna Helms, a Mattoon
High School graduate, who
is a junior transfer student
from David Lipscomb University in Nashville, Tennessee.
Ross again stressed his
confidence in his squad by
adding, "I have a real talented team. We have enough
confidence and veterans, so
we should c;lo all right."
Rounding out the fall
schedule, Eastern travels to
Indiana State before coming
home to host the annual EIU
Invite.
Other teams on tap for
the Lady Panthers include
Illinois Wesleyan and Illinois
State.
Eastern then is involved in
three more tournaments (the
Millikin Invitational, MidContinent Conference meet,
and the Louisville Classic)
before the of the season is
through.

--~
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Senior golfer John Armstrong lines up a put during a recent
practice in Mattoon.

Experienced golfers
to take s"\Ving at title
By BRIAN NELSON

With nine returnees and no
freshmen and sophomores, the
1993 Eastern golf team will
look to use that experience to
improve on last year's performance.
Head coach Paul Lueken
said that depth will be the key.
'Tm looking for big things
this year out of us ... we have a
veteran team," he said.
The Panthers will field a
team with four seniors and
seven juniors. But after the top
couple of players, Lueken said it
was hard to rank the rest,
because of a broad talent base.
Last year the team finished
fifth in th Mid-Continent Conference and 25 strokes ahead of
their previous mark.
Lueken said his ultimate goal
for the team is improvement.
He would like to see the team
move up one or two spot from
last year's conference finish and
place among the top three
teams.
. This is a goal he considers
somewhat lofty, but he remains
optimistic.
"We are going to set our
goals high and see if we can get
to them," Lueken said.
The teams best tournament
last season was a third place finish out of 19 teams at the University of Indianapolis Invitational. Individual highlights included
Jamie Reid's medal performance at the Franklin College
Invitational and Brad Schwartzwalder' s fourth place finish at
the Millikin Eagle Creek Tournament.
Some of the team's_other
top golfers will be senior John

Armstrong and transfer students
Mike Zedrick and Todd Nurnberger.
The team voted earlier this
season not to select a captain or
co-captains.
"All of these people have
been around the game long
enough to know what it takes to
be successful," Lueken said of
the decision.
Lueken' s task now is to
determine which members of
the team will represent the
school in tournament play.
Only five players can play for
the team in a tournament. Out
of those five players only the
top four scores count.
The first big tournament for
the Panthers was the Eastern
Illinois University Invitational in
Mattoon. It was the teams only
home tournament in the fall,
but allowed the Panthers to
compete two squads and gave
Lueken a better look at his players.
The Panthers the_n have
eight more tournaments to play
in, finishing by early October.
Lueken said most of the players
will get a chance to play in the
fall. The spring season will
resume when the weather
breaks some time in late March.
The Mid-Continent Conference tournament highlights the
spring season.
Eastern will host this year's
tournament at a yet undecided
site.
Overall Lueken thinks his
team can improve, "If we continue to make that kind of
progress (referring to last seasons improvement) we can start
to put a scare into some teams
ahead of us."
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Women runners begin building up steam
By JENNIFER KROGH
The women's cross country
team has been preparing for its
upcoming season by taking it
slow and getting into shape.
The team has been practicing for a few weeks and
according to coach John Craft,
they have been doing well.
"We've not had any difficulty accept for a little overheating in the beginning," Craft
said. "When it got too hot, we
just laid off- but the last few
days were wonderful which
allowed us to get some good
work in."
Craft said he does not foresee any problems with the start
of the season, but injuries and

such problems are unpredictable.
"We have started out slowly,
making sure we are using the
proper training techniques,"
Craft said. "If you don't start
out in an appropriate manner,
then an injury is more likely to
occur."
Craft is focusing on preparation this season, adding he
hopes the team will be better
in November than in September.
Two new additions to the
team are freshmen Beth Rudnicke and Carey Danker. Rudnicke took fourth in a Class A
state meet with a clocking of
2: 19 in the half mile. Danker
took third in the 1600 meter

race at the Class A state meet.
"Both of these women are
excellent students and bring
with them a wealth of athletic
talent," Craft said. "I hope they
will be able to help us a lot in
the next four years."
Craft said the team as a
whole has looked pretty good
during practices so far.
"We have Brooke Roberts,
a three-year letter winner, on
the team for her final year,"
Craft said. "From observing,
she's matured over the years
and I really hope she has a
good last year."
Craft will also look to senior
Aislinn Wiley to provide some
excitement in her final year.
Some significant juniors on

the team are Amy Bersig and
Irma Perez.
"Last year, Kiya Thomas
(winner of the Mid-Continent
Conference race) was one of
our excelling runners, but she's
out of eligibility," Craft said.
"Although we'll miss her talent,
everything usually falls in place
and someone will excel to her
performance level."
Regardless of who runs,
Craft is just looking for people
to get together and get the job
done.
Eastem's first meet is Friday
in Peoria at the Bradley Invitational. There will be approximately 12 to 15 teams competing.
"Before our first home
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meet, I would like to get one
under our belt," Craft said.
"This will help me see where
we are in conditioning and see
where we need to progress."
The EIU Open will be held
Sept. 25 at 10:30 a.m.
Last year, Eastern finished
second in the first-ever MidContinent Conference Championship. Thomas, who was
the champion, was also named
the most outstanding athlete.
"We are capable of winning
the meet, we must be mentally
prepared, determined and confident in order to achieve our
goal," Craft said. "Also, we
must develop and maintain
momentum throughout the
meet."

Men's cross country team
hopes to break past form
By BRIAN HARRIS

Based on its performance in
the season opener, the men's
cross country team looks to be
the toughest head coach John
Mcinerney has had since he
began as an assistant in 1990.
Each year, he's had a strong
front group to work with, but
had some worries when it came
to those bringing up the rear.
The goal has always been to
have the top seven within 30 to
40 seconds of each other at the
finish. It has happened every so
often, but not consistently
enough to get better than third
In the conference meet, which
been the Panthers' placing
e past three years.
If everyone stays healthy,
year's team appears to be
pable of breaking that mold.
e time spread in the Paners' first race, the Alumni
n, for the first seven (1:07)
n't great. But their individtimes for four miles were
uch faster debuts than in
nt years.
Eastern's first two, Nate
er and Steve Cunningham
t 20:41.4 and 20:47.2 for
fastest Panther clockings at
Alumni meet in 10 years.
to mention they were run
92-degree heat, with stiffling
.dity.
Behind them were two freshrookies, Ryan Meece and
Allen, which gives Mein-
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erney promise for improvement.
And
even
though Eastern' s seventh
man crossed
the line in
the
same
time as last
year's
at Nate Shaffer
21:49, Mcinerney is not too worried.
Because this year it was senior
Dave Lewis, who is known for
sharp mid-season improvement. The same goes for sixth
man Jeff Trask, who was the
Panther's top runner last season and an all-conference selection.
The Mid-Continent Conference meet looks wide open, as
last year's victor, Cleveland
State, has since dropped its
cross country program.
In the Vikings' absence, Eastem's main competition for the
title will come from last year's
runner-up, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, as well as Youngstown
State.
"We're looking good," said
Mcinerney. 'Tm hoping we can
close that time gap. But these
first few meets in September
are really just for conditioning,
and there's a lot of room for
improvement."
But Mcinerney could have a
tough decision on his hands
come October, when he'll have

to make cuts for the travel
squad. With 31 members, his
team is one of the largest in
school history, and any of the
top 15 at the Alumni meet
could potentially finish among
Eastern' s top seven during the
course of the season.
All of Mclnemey's runners
will be able to show what
they've got this month, however, as the entire team will take
part in the next three races.
But in October Mcinerney is
only allowed nine entrants at
the Indiana Invitational and the
Central Collegiate championships. Twelve can run at
conference, but only seven can
toe the line at the district meet
in November.
All races hereafter will be
run over 8,000 meters (4.97
miles), with the exception of
the district race, in which the
runners will go 10,000 meters
(6.21 miles). The EIU Invitational, on Sept. 25, is the
team's only home meet.
"I think it will be pretty competitive to make the travel
squad," Mcinerney said. "We've
got some really talented
younger kids. But our older
runners are unselfish about it.
We've got a really nice mix this
year. It's hard to tell how it will
all tum out."
The Panthers' next competition will be the Bradley lnvitatio nal held at Peoria's
Detweiller Park on Saturday.
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